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The Dodge Charger is a full-size four-door sedan , introduced first at the North American
International Auto Show and built by American automobile manufacturer Stellantis North
America , a subsidiary of Stellantis. It is available in rear-wheel drive or all-wheel drive
drivetrains. The Charger was developed to continue the Dodge Charger line with its muscle car
heritage, and replaced the Dodge Intrepid as Dodge's full-size sedan. The first Charger was a
show car based on the Dodge Polara and fitted with a Wedge V8 engine. The first production
Charger, based on the Dodge Coronet , was introduced as a model. There were several different
vehicles bearing the Charger nameplate built on three different platforms and sizes, all bearing
the Charger nameplate. Although the name is associated with the lates performance model in
the Dodge range, it was also used on personal luxury coupes during the lates and on
front-wheel drive subcompact hatchbacks during the s. It featured a four-door sedan body
design, whereas all the previous production Chargers had two doors. It was a return to a
rear-wheel drive sedan platform Dodge had not offered since the mid-size Dodge Diplomat had
been discontinued in After three years of production, an update for models was made. Tail
lamps were also revised. This results in a slight boost in fuel economy while retaining the same
maximum power split to the front wheels. In Canada, the base model Charger has a 2. In , the 2.
For , the SE package could be had with the 2. The Canadian SXT model included the 3. The
SRT8 model comes with the 6. Visual additions included a special front fascia with a chin
spoiler and a black rear spoiler. Each color was production limited and badged under the far
right vent. The U. In , larger inch chrome-clad wheels were introduced along with two new
colors, Sub Lime Green and Plum Crazy Purple. The SAE net horsepower of the modern 6. This
made the 6. It was a limited edition with only 1, being produced. A total of Hemi Orange Super
Bees were built in Exterior colors are red, black, silver, cool vanilla, and dark titanium. The
National Highway Traffic Safety Administration gives the Charger five stars on passenger,
driver, and rear passenger crash test ratings and four stars in regard to side-impact rating. All
models come standard with electronic stability program ESP except in 2. The Car of Tomorrow
was used exclusively in The decals have been revised again for â€” to reflect the updated nose
and tail styling of the production Charger, including the full-width taillight panel. Though the car
was successful in Sprint Cup competition fewer teams were running Dodge's from and on. The
LD Charger underwent both exterior and interior changes, taking some styling cues from the
â€” models. Silver aluminum wheels became standard equipment over plastic hubcaps. The
new 3. The 3. The engine uses a timing chain instead of a belt. The exhaust manifold is cast
directly into the cylinder head. Engines are available with both the 5-speed and 8-speed
automatic transmissions. From the model year the 3. It is mechanically identical to the Chrysler
SRT Chrysler began putting the Dodge logo with slanted red rectangles on the grilles of the
SRT8 halfway through the model year. In the Mopar Edition, there are several appearance and
performance changes to set it apart from the rest of the production models that year. The
interior is finished in the same black as seen on the outside except for a splash of chrome and
carbon fiber dash and center console, along with a pistol grip shifter. The Mopar blue stripe is
carried to the interior as a part of the driver's front seat and the left side rear passenger seat.
This failure could lead to loss of vehicle control, which increases crash risk. Over , Chrysler s
and Dodge Chargers were recalled. Horsepower was increased to through the use of cold air
intake and less restrictive exhaust systems. US models arrived at Dodge dealerships nationwide
in the first quarter of Production was limited to 2, units. The US model arrived at Dodge
dealerships nationwide in the first quarter of Orders for the US model began in April Changes
for included Uconnect 8. The Redline Package is based on Dodge Charger SXT and SXT Plus
models, with inch Black Chrome wheels with a Redline Red lip and inner backbone, all-season
performance tires, a performance-tuned suspension, sport seats, rear body-color spoiler,
exclusive Beats by Dre audio system, eight-speed automatic transmission with
steering-wheel-mounted paddle shifters and Sport Mode. The inch Wheel Sport Appearance
Group is based on Charger SXT models, with inch chrome-clad wheels, performance-tuned
suspension and all-season tires, and a body-color rear spoiler. The Dodge Charger AWD Sport
includes unique Gloss Black split-crosshair grille, polished inch aluminum wheels with Gloss
Black pockets; steering-wheel mounted paddle shifters with sport-mode, rear spoiler, sport
seats, horsepower V-6 or horsepower V8 engine, Beats Audio. The US model was set to appear
in Dodge showrooms in fall The police version of the Dodge Charger was made available with a
choice of a 3. The Charger Pursuit V-8 AWD model includes segment-exclusive active transfer
case and front-axle disconnect late availability. Unveiled at the SEMA Show , the Scat Package 1
includes a Mopar cold air intake, Mopar cat-back exhaust, Scat Package 1 badge, and an all-new
performance calibrated engine controller "optimized" to the 5. The Scat Package 2 adds a
customized, optimized performance calibration feature tailored for Scat Package 2, a new Mopar
performance camshaft which works in conjunction with the components of the Scat Package 1

kit, and a 'Scat Package 2' badge. The Scat Package 3 adds optimized performance calibration
tailored for Scat Package 3, new Mopar performance CNC ported and polished cylinder heads,
Mopar performance camshaft, Mopar hi-flow performance headers, and a Scat Package 3 badge.
The SEMA concept car includes 20 x 9-inch unique lightweight wheels with black Mopar center
caps and a Hyperblack II finish, a side valence, a unique new front splitter and Redline rear
spoiler, a Scat Pack hard badge in the rear quarter window, Katzkin black performance leather
seats, black leather door panel inserts featuring red leather Dodge stripes and red accent
stitching, red seat-belt webbing, red carpet bindings, red embroidered Dodge Charger logo in
the front seats, gloss-black steering-wheel spokes, black chrome on the door handles, cluster
rings, instrument panel bezels, center console trim, and steering-wheel center ring; added
bright pedal kit, pistol-grip shifter, door-sill guards, and a wireless charging pad. Dre audio
technology speakers and a channel watt amplifier that integrates Beats proprietary equalizer
algorithm , eight-speed automatic transmission with sport mode SXT Plus , sport mode
calibration, performance-tuned suspension, two unique key fobs with th Anniversary Edition
jeweled logo on the back side, a customized owner's kit, a special commemorative book
celebrating the years of Dodge heritage. The second commercial shows the endurance of the
Charger as it survives obstacles in a changing world, ending with a transformed planet Earth in
the year where 'only the defiant survive. Unveiled at the New York International Auto Show , the
Dodge Charger received a substantial makeover, the most noticeable change coming in the new
front grille and rounded LED headlights. Retaining its Coke bottle styling Dodge claims to have
reworked just about every panel on the car; made to look "leaner and more athletic" than its
previous look while keeping the same dimensions. The V6 model is EPA-rated at 31 mpg or 7.
Except for the Police Pursuit version which retains the 5 speed automatic , the only available
transmission is the Chrysler eight-speed automatic, coupled with optional all-wheel drive. The
all-wheel drive system will automatically remove power to the front axle when not required,
giving an improvement in fuel economy. The new electronic gearshift with optional paddle
shifters gives shift times of as little as 0. The reworked interior includes new materials for the
door, console, and dash panels, a new steering wheel and seats, and a wide range of trim
packages with both leather and cloth seating. The available 8. Mechanically, the 3. There have
been revisions to the chassis components, including Electric Assist Power Steering, which
replaces the previous models Electro-Hydraulic Assist Power Steering. New aluminum rear
differentials now use 4 mounting bolts for rigidity. AWD is no longer available on 5. The Charger
Hellcat features a redesigned front fascia with a larger lower grille similar to the current
generation Dodge Viper. The Hellcat is claimed to be the fastest factory four-door sedan ever
built. The SRT Hemi is equipped with a 6. The powertrain of the SRT is present, as are the front
and rear bumpers, but leather upholstery is optional as opposed to standard , the suspension
uses fixed-rate Bilstein shocks, the brakes are slightly smaller, and the wheel and tire package
is narrower. The Scat pack shares its exterior look with the Charger Hellcat and features a
narrow grille, a hood scoop, tinted headlamps, and inch forged wheels. The following are
included:. A heavily upgraded version of the Hellcat was introduced as the Hellcat Redeye for
Like the Challenger Redeye, it is equipped with a supercharged 6. In early , DaimlerChrysler
released a new police version of the Charger. Unlike the civilian version, the police version
features upgraded heavy-duty brakes, a severe-duty cooling system, police-performance
Electronic Stability Program , police performance-tuned steering, and a gear shifter that is
mounted on the steering column instead of in the center console. The vehicle's electrical
system is specifically designed for the integration of siren and light controls, and other police
vehicle accessories. The Charger is in use with many American, Canadian, and Mexican police
organizations. The Charger is in use with numerous police agencies in North America as both a
marked and an unmarked patrol car. Law enforcement agencies outside of the U. For , the base
Charger police car came with the 3. When the Charger was redesigned for the model year, the
police package version was renamed Dodge Charger Pursuit. In mid, All Wheel Drive with a
mandatory 5. For the model year, the Dodge Charger Pursuit also received a facelift like its
regular version. By , however, the Charger Pursuit and Explorer Interceptor essentially shared
the sales award, as sales of the ultra high-performance AWD Charger rapidly increased. From
Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. American full-size car. For other cars with that name, see
Dodge Charger. Motor vehicle. Ralph Gilles [4] Freeman Thomas Chrysler Dodge Challenger
Dodge Magnum. See also: Street and Racing Technology. Main article: Dodge Super Bee.
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only SRT -branded vehicle. Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you
safe. Really positive experience working with Jose and this dealership. The information they
readily provided and their willingness to spend time on an out of state customer were
exceptional. They found the answer to each of my questions AND called me back in the time
frame they indicated. I do not hesitate to recommend Jose and his excellent dealership. Was
contacted by dealer only to be told, very bluntly, the vehicle I wanted was sold. No biggie.
However the sales associate I spoke with made no further attempt to right fit me into a vehicle.
Didn't bother asking questions on what I was looking and didn't respond when I asked why the
vehicle was still be promoted through their own website if it has been "sold over a week ago" as
he mentioned. Did not know any of the options on the car. Would only reveal if I went in person.
Place was real busy on the weekend Car that was advertised for price advertised at a great rate,
great experience start to finish. It was very pleasant experience! Aaron was my salesman and I
would highly recommend him! Car was not the model that was described. Staff were friendly
and helpful with test drive but did not respond to requests for price negotiation. Zach was very
helpful. He helped me to pick the right suv that was just right for me. I was contacted promptly.
Zach was the salesperson I worked with. He was helpful and comes off as genuine. I will be
purchasing a vehicle today and he helped with the negotiation so it was the right car at the right
price. Lithia Hyundai of Anchorage has been one of the best Dealerships I have ever worked
with. This dealership went out of their way to solve what could have been a big problem for me.
I'm very grateful for them and how they treated me. I would highly recommend this dealership to
anyone wanting to buy a car. Contacted about pricing on truck to negotiate, emailed back pretty
quick to attempt to get me to stop by. Explained I lived an hour away and if the price was firm
then I wouldn't want to waste a trip. Have not received a reply back since. It was great. Braden
came in on his day off to show me the car I wanted to look at. He made me an expresso and we
test drove the car. We worked out a fair price, he offered so financing that turned out to be
super low and I accepted it and drove off with the vehicle that afternoon. All the staff were
helpful and low pressure, Andy the finance Manager was cool and did not try and convince me
of options I did not want to purchase. Overall, a really great experience! This dealer was great to
work with. After thinking I decided I'm 72 and bright Yellow was not the color for me. They tried
to help me but I was very specific in the truck I wanted and they just didn't find it. We bought
this little car and are very pleased with it. It was extremely clean, well cared for and a good
value. The dealership was extremely good to help us. They have been more than helpful over
the top service and have not yet put a cent down just true customer care. The dealer was great.

Everyone was nice. We made a deal and everything went smooth. It's a great older car. Low
mileage and clean. The Dodge Charger straddles the uncomfortable line of being a full-size
sedan first, muscle car second. As a result, the sheet metal around the Charger is
characteristically overly masculineâ€”true to the new direction for the Dodge brandâ€”and the
Charger does its best to outrun its moniker of "the best-looking rental car you can buy. For ,
Dodge sculpted a slightly sleeker and tighter Charger than in years past. From the crosshair
grille and channeled aluminum hood to the squinty new LED daytime running lamps and
projector headlamps, the front wraps around to the side to hold its massive, available inch
wheels that can be fitted on every model except the base SE. Seventeen-inch wheels are
standard on the SE, inch wheels are standard on the SXT, and everything else gets inch wheels.
The redesigned front fascia is a little more angular and open than in years past, something
Dodge says it did to improve cooling on bigger-engined models that have a Howitzer stuffed
under their hood. The Scat Pack stuffs a 6. The crown mother of the Charger range, the Hellcat,
packs a 6. Engineers say they tinkered with the design for nearly every body panel for ,
although the profile is virtually identical to last year's. The rear pillar drops the roof down to the
trunklid a little faster than in previous versions and helps the Charger cut the air a little quicker.
In the back, a redesigned rear fascia and exhausts play second fiddle to the massive LED brake
lamps that span the entire rear end. Our tester, a Rallye AWD with a 3. No sense burying the
lede here: Dodge will build and sell you a Charger that can go mph. Ralph Nader may have
something to say about that, but for the rest of us laypeople, the Charger has a serviceable
roster of engines that can keep daily commutes sane. The 3. On paper, the 5. That combination
manages to shuffle the Charger from mph in 5. At full grunt, the 6. Like the other Chargers, the
6. Mileage, as if you care, is not good and not disclosed. Much more importantly, the Hellcat
rockets from in 2. The V6 is potent enough without being annoying, and really is the best fit for
AWD. And drifting a V6 full-size sedan in snow is criminally fun. For example, steering input
requires deliberate motion to move the car's 2-ton mass; lock-to-lock, the wheel requires 3
complete turns. As a test, I attempted to change the temperature from Celsius to Fahrenheit and
reset the tripometer within 30 seconds and found myself looking to phone a friend for help at
the end. UConnect is informative, but its settings could stand to be a little more intuitive. The
rear seats are spacious and comfortable, and when equipped with rear-seat heaters, able to heat
a burrito in the cold Quebec winter. Our tester was fitted with studded snow tires, a law in
Quebec, so road noise was perceptible. Other Chargers have been mostly comfortable and
forgettable in cruising, which is to say, probably pretty good. The optional, 8. Radio preset
buttons are big, as are station information or album display, but they sometimes feel like wasted
pixels that could have slicker design elements. Dodge has included a standard roster of safety
features including front and side curtain airbags as well as a knee airbag for the driver.
Four-wheel antilock brakes, traction control, standard pre-tensioning and height-adjusting
seatbelts, and child-seat anchors in the rear even in the Hellcat! Optional safety features include
lane-departure warning, frontal-collision warning systems, and backup cameras when equipped.
Despite being synonymous with airport rental pickup lines, the Dodge Charger won the ALG
residual value award for full-size sedansâ€”ahead of the Toyota Avalon and Hyundai Azera.
From there, the Charger can be optioned in countless ways, with 5 different powertrain
combinations using 4 different engines. Buyers looking for a domestic full-size sedan commuter
can be satisfied, as can muscle-car shoppers looking for a 4-seater sick-machine to shake up
passengers in the back. Power gave the car its performance award but dinged the Charger on
overall quality, behind the Kia Cadenza, Nissan Maxima, and Avalon. The company also was
bearish on reliability, rating the Charger 2 out of 5 in predicted reliability. We'll help you find
great deals among the millions of vehicles available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide
you with dealer reviews and vehicle history for each one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use
CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new cars in their area. And when it's time to get
rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and securely on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow
down your search results, go ahead and filter by price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot,
drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a
single owner, recent price drops, photos, or available financing , our filters can help with that
too. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Find Dodge
Charger listings in your area Search Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep
you safe. Best deals first. Private Seller: Benjamin. Nevada, MO Message Seller. CarGurus Pay.
Image Not Available. CarGurus User. Authorized Dodge Dealer. The redesigned Dodge Charger
doubles down on its masculine look with a tighter design and lunatic engine options. Why Use
CarGurus? Make Model Year. Price and Payment. Engine and Drivetrain. Vehicle Listing Details.
Everything was really good there and if not better everyone one was really nice and it is a really
good place to get your car at. In a class by itself! This vehicle won't be on the lot long! A sporty

sedan seating as many as 5 occupants with ease! The following features are included: heated
seats, heated steering wheel, and a split folding rear seat. Smooth gearshifts are achieved
thanks to the refined 6 cylinder engine, and for added security, dynamic Stability Control
supplements the drivetrain. We have the vehicle you've been searching for at a price you can
afford. Stop by our dealership or give us a call for more information. Prices are subject to
change, and prior sales are excluded from these offers. While every reasonable effort is made to
ensure the accuracy of this information, we are not responsible for any errors or omissions
contained on these pages. Please verify any information in question with the dealer. Every
Internet Price includes current applicable manufacturer incentives, but certain conditions apply
to some of these offers. You can finally stop searching You've found the one you've been
looking for. It is incomparable for the price and quality. We searched their inventory and they
have available the exact model and build of the truck we were looking for. We started
negotiating for the purchase thru text messages and over the phone. Jason was very helpful in
providing us all the information about the vehicle. He did not hesitate to send us the itemized
pricelist of all the dealer installed options including the invoice price. Jason was very
transparent and honest in explaining all the incentives and discounts that are available on this
sale and what we qualify for. His knowledge and expertise along with his willingness to help a
client has made this buying experience very satisfying. Thank you Jason Wilde for making me
and my wife one very happy customers! The sales team took the time and got me into my truck
in a relatively short amount of time. I was the last customer of the day, last minute drive, and it
was over an hour past closing time with them treating me as if I were the first customer of the
day. Just minutes away! Not all Consumers will qualify and there is no obligation to buy.
Horrible Service and a waste of time. We came in last weekend. Test drove a Crysler It had the
check engine light on. Gabriel in sales said he would have service take a look at it Monday. We
came back early in the week. Car was never checked out. We told the sales rep we had out obd
scanners with us if and we could check what it was ourselves. If its nothing big then cool. We
got a deal. The sales rep said "No are you a certified mechanic" Hmmmm we didnt want to work
on the car. But we could read an error code. We got a call from JP that the car has been
serviced and no more check engine light on. We decided to give them another chance. We
cancelled our work appointments, rearranged our schedules, drove back to the dealership, now
for the 3rd time. Only to be told hey guess what the car is still the same. Recent Arrival! They
were amazing with helping me get a new car after mine was stolen I was working with Jonathan
and DJ I definitely suggest asking for them they were so kind caring and patient as we figured
everything out I'm super excited about my new car. Every Internet Price includes current
applicable manufacturer offers, but certain conditions apply to some of these offers. You could
keep looking, but why? You've found the perfect vehicle right here. Just what you've been
looking for. With quality in mind, this vehicle is the perfect addition to take home. Popular
searches. My notifications My Account. Save Search. Enter your ZIP code to show only relevant
vehicles for sale nearby. Search radius. Home delivery available. Only show local listings. Year
s. Price and Payment Loan Lease Price. Engine and Drivetrain Transmission Automatic 2,
Engine Type Gas 2, Cylinders 6 cylinders 1, 8 cylinders Fuel Economy. Vehicle Listing Details
Listings with recent price drops. Recently added listings. There are 2, matching lease deals for
Dodge Charger models. Learn more about Dodge Charger lease deals. Read more. Get Dealer
Offer. Close Larry H. Show The Edmunds Deal. Dealer Review: Horrible Service and a waste of
time. Showing 1 - 18 out of 2, listings. Sign Up. A majority of all used US imports have either
been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are
subject to open recalls. For 30 years, CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from
thousands of sources and has helped millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting
stuck with a vehicle that has costly hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has
been helping millions of used car shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid
expensive hidden problems. In addition, CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world
to build trust with their customers and sell their American cars with confidence. With more than
14 billion records, CARFAX has built up its database with the help of its partners and sources,
including government offices, law enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car
dealerships, insurance companies and many more. In addition to publicly available information,
CARFAX has collected information from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the
service, the price was absolutely worth. Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in
10 minutes I ha
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d the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with
us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant
Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions.
Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to
detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the
selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though
odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a
car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service
History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these
questions and explains the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can
find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search.

